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Text: 
Mickey: Do you like those pants? 
Winnie:  Which ones ? 

Mickey: The black ones. 
Winnie:  But ,   I  don’t like black clothes . 

Mickey: What about that dress ? 

Winnie:  Which one? 

Mickey: The red one on the left . 
Winnie:   That one  ! oh . I love it. But, it’s expensive. 

Mickey: Let me buy it for you . You need a  new dress for tonight’s party. 

 

 

 

 
1/ Reading Comprehension:     (7pts) 

1- Read the dialogue and choose the correct answer:  3pts 

A- Mickey and Winnie are :  

a- At home                     b -at school                   c- in the shop               

B- Mickey buys  for Winnie: 

a- A bag                           b- a dress                      c-  pants   

C- The party is : 

a- Tonight                       b- tomorrow                  c- Next week       

2- Read again , then say whether the following statements are TRUE or FALSE  :  3pts 

a- Mickey wants to buy a present for Winnie…………… 

b- Winnie likes black clothes………….. 

c- The dress is expensive. 

3- Find in the dialogue :  1pt               

 Love=…………….                       Right≠…………………      

2/ Mastery of the Language:   ( 7pts ) 

1- In your exam paper,write the correct alternative:  2 pts 

A: Hey, Ahamed. ( do you like / would you like to ) Disney Cartoons ? 

B: Yes, ( I do / I’d like to ). I love them. 

A:  There’s Mickey Mouse tonight on CNArabia. ( do you like / would you like to ) come to my house and watch it 

with me ? 

B: Yes,  ( I do / I’d love to ). Thank you. 

2- Rewrite the following sentences into the plural form:  3 pts 

A:  I like that dress.→……………………………………. 

B: which one ?→…………………………………. 

3- Classify the following words according to their “ C” pronunciation:   2 pts                                                                   

October   -   nice  -  peace  -  picture 

/k/ /s/ 

  

3/ Situation of Integration :       ( 6 pts) 

Summer holidays are soon, Tell us what you, your friends  and your family are going/ not going to do . 

 I  ……………………………………………………………..              (visit  my grandparents). 

 I  ……………………………………………...................             ( not stay up late in front of my PC). 

 I ………………………………………………………………..            ( not neglect my duties and prayers). 

 My family and I ………………………………………..            ( go to the seaside). 

 My friends and I…………………………………………             ( do some shopping). 

  My father …………………………………………….               ( give me some driving lessons). 

GOOD LUCK AND HAPPY HOLIDAYS ! 

 


